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 The industrial 3D mesh model (3DMM) plays a significant part in 

engineering and computer aided designing field. Thus, protecting copyright 

of 3DMM is one of the major research problems that require significant 

attention. Further, the industries started outsourcing its 3DMM to cloud 

computing (CC) environment. For preserving privacy, the 3DMM are 

encrypted and stored on cloud computing environment. Thus, building 

efficient data masking of encrypted 3DMM is considered to be efficient 

solution for masking information of 3DMM. First, using the secret key, the 

original 3DMM is encrypted. Second without procuring any prior 

information of original 3DMM it is conceivable mask information on 

encrypted 3D mesh models. Third, the original 3DMM are reconstructed by 

extracting masked information. The existing masking methods are not 

efficient in providing high information masking capacity in reversible 

manner and are not robust. For overcoming research issues, this work models 

an efficient data masking (EDM) method that is reversible nature. 

Experiment outcome shows the EDM for 3DMM attain better performance in 

terms of peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and root mean squared error 

(RMSE) over existing data masking methods. Thus, the EDM model brings 

good tradeoffs between achieving high data masking capacity with good 

reconstruction quality of 3DMM. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

In last decade, wide verity of tool has been employed for processing 3D mesh models (3DMM) with 

good result. Meshes are generally represented as a two dimensional surface sets defined within the three 

dimensional space. The 3DMM are widely used across various application right from gaming, biomedical to 

heritage, and 3D printing. 3D printing (3DP) technology has advanced toward the modern world. However, 

its significance was not broadly perceived until the beginning of 21st century. Nonetheless, it is presently 

quite evident that 3DP technology will affect numerous businesses. Number of research materials that has 

been published in news articles and the private segment stress the significance of 3DP in different segments. 

As quoted in [1], the 3DP market is expected to surpass 20 billion US dollars by 2020. Nonetheless, 3DP 

presents many copyright violation problems for computerized 3D mesh (3DM) models. Since, the 3D models 

can be printed directly and circulated physically or through web [2]. 

Provisioning security for multimedia data plays an important part in every areas, particularly in 

areas where strict security measure is required such as medical diagnosis, and military surveillance. With 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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advancement of cloud computing (CC), the development in data innovation has prompted genuine security 

issues where privacy, authenticity and trustworthiness are continuously compromised, by criminal and 

malicious operations such as replicating and vindictive utilization of data. The objective of cryptography 

design is for ensuring information privacies by completely or partly randomizing the data of 3D mesh models 

pictures [3]. For storing or communication of encrypted 3D mesh models, it is frequently important to 

investigate and process them without prior knowledge of source data and master key utilized for encrypting 

purpose [4]. As 3D mesh models is increasingly being utilized in wide range of applications. For example, 

virtual reality, medical diagnosis, 3D movies, and computer aided design (CAD), the need to secure the 

copyright and authenticity of 3D mesh models is turning out to be very important [5]. Watermarking method 

has turned out to be an effective method for protecting the copyright and authenticity of 3D mesh models [6].  

Recently, number of watermarking and steganography methods [7], are presented for securing 3D 

mesh models. The watermarking (WM) method techniques is composed of two classes such as frequency and 

spatial domain. In frequency domain [8]-[10], the WM data is embedded by changing its coefficients. In, 

spatial domain [11]-[15], the WM data is embedded by modifying geometry properties of 3D mesh models 

(3DMM). In [8], exhibited a WM method for 3DM model, and WM is embedded in wavelet coefficients 

(WC) considering diverse resolutions size. In [15] presented a security technique where WM is embed into to 

mesh model by modifying the ordinary vectors of the WC. In [15] determined the root mean square (RMS) 

curve of each vertex in its neighborhood region and separated the vertices into windows. For embedding WM 

data, the curve variance estimations of the vertices of every window were controlled. The existing WM 

techniques for 3DMM’s have attained great exhibitions and has effectively tackled some problematic issues. 

In particular, methods of fragile watermarking based data masking (DM) in the cryptography system have 

been modelled for information improvement, verification, and authenticity in the cryptography system. For 

example, in CC environment the 3D mesh models are first encrypted without having any prior knowledge of 

source mesh data or the secret key utilized for carrying out encryption operation. It is then conceivable to 

mask a privacy information in the encoded picture. In decryption stage, the actual mesh models can be 

recovered efficiently and privacy information retrieved must be with good quality (i.e., with minimal or no 

error). Thus, there exists tradeoffs among reconstruction 3D mesh quality and masking capacity. For brining 

such tradeoffs various watermarking method are presented in literature. For extensive it is seen the existing 

model presented so far for masking data in 3D mesh models induces low masking capacity and 

reconstruction quality are very poor. Further, very limited work is carried out for masking information on 

encrypted 3D models. For overcoming research problems, this work present an improved data masking (i.e. 

watermarking algorithm) method for 3D mesh models. The model bring good tradeoffs between achieving 

higher masking capability with improved reconstruction quality.  

The contribution of research work is as shown in: 

 Presented efficient data masking method that brings good tradeoffs between embedding capacity and 

reconstruction quality. 

 EDM method attain higher embedding capacity and higher quality recovery mesh and error-free 

extraction compared with the existing state-of-the-art data masking method [16]. 

The manuscript is organized in following structure. In section, the detailed survey of existing 

security method for image is described. In Section 3 the proposed efficient data masking method for securing 

3D mesh models. The experiment outcome achieved is described in Section 4. The conclusion and future 

work is discussed in last section. 

 

 

2. LITTERATURE SURVEY  

This section present an extensive survey of various state-of-art existing data masking method for 

securing 3D mesh models. Both 3D meshes and 3D point cloud are fundamental portrayals of 3D models. As 

of late, a great deal of WM methods for 3DM models are being modelled. In [17], polygon mesh models are 

utilized across different places because of its superior versatilities and reliability. The perceptual abilities and 

also the visual knowledge of the watermarking model are frequently themed to falsification at each level, as 

the watermarking model frequently endure different levels of signal processing dealing out for the persistence 

of deformation, transmission, generalization and storage, perceptual abilities and also the visual practice of 

the 3DMM are frequently subjected to misrepresentation (i.e., distortion) at each level. Thus examining the 

perceptual accuracies and the visual knowledge of 3DMM has developed as one of the most difficult and 

challenging jobs for both the educational and industrial purpose. In [18], gives an easy as well as effectual 

security method, for data masking thru two standard 3D data masking methods [19]. The major factor is that 

at the time building efficient model the variances of [19].’s regularized histogram bins (HB) are projected to 

show Gaussian distribution (GD), in an established model there distribution must be bimodal. Further, they 

improved [20] WM methods thru data masking by modifying the histogram of the circular matches of the 
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vertices sets. Other than aiming on a continuous statistical properties as variance of the values in a HB, the 

WM alters a discrete statistical properties (i.e., the altitude of HB for attaining information hiding.  

In dataset of 3D mesh models of off formats [21], proposed efficient WM method for three 

dimensional point cloud (PC) prototypes with the help of feature vertex sets to find the hidden/masked data. 

The vertex set with higher mean curvature are measured for obtaining feature vertex set that composed of 

masked data. Similarly, non-feature vertex set is utilized to form a coordinate framework (CF) in which the 

three dimensional PC prototype is categorized into bins that composed of having various longitudinal 

information. Every bit of the WM info is iteratively masked into a bin thru changing azimuth angles of 

feature vertex set within the bin. Non-feature vertex sets is utilized for masking the WM data, this allows the 

assembled CF for avoiding the effect of the masking of WM. The selection of masking location and 

redundant masking gives an ideal stability within noiselessness and robust nature of data masking method. 

Similarly, in [22] presented an efficient WM method for 3D PC models using vertex curvature for attaining 

and bringing good trade-offs among robustness and transparency. In [23], showed importance of building 

efficient 3DMM for safeguarding industrial products. They presented a flexible selection of masking location 

for data masking of 3DMM with minimal disturbance produced by the data masking method. In [24]-[26] 

presented an efficient error-free and divisible data masking method for encrypted image that is reversible in 

nature. However, these method cannot be applied for masking 3DMMs as they are designed only for masking 

2D images.  

As of late, numerous strategies have been planned. The embedding are done before or after carrying 

out encryption operation. In decryption process, the 3D mesh models are reconstructed and embedded 

information can be handled simultaneously [26] or independently [26]-[28]. None of the existing method 

could bring good tradeoffs between attaining high masking capacity with good reconstruction 3D mesh 

models quality. In [17] has masking capacity of 0:5 bits per pixel (BPP) and reconstruction quality of 40 dB. 

The reconstruction quality is measure in terms of peak-signal-to-noise ratio. Also, [26] attain a masking 

capacity 0:1 BPP. Further, in existing DM method, the information is embed using least significant bit (LSB) 

substitution. Nonetheless, in cryptography system using these state-of-art method, it is hard to distinguish if a 

picture is composed of masked information or not. Since pixels value exhibits pseudo randomness. Further, 

in recent time wide research on data hiding (DH) for multimedia and 3D mesh models has been going on. 

The method presented so far has resulted in more ideal strategies theoretically. However, for 3D mesh 

models, the research activity is at very early stage. With increased usage of 3D mesh model based application 

has with increased capacity, 3D mesh model is significantly utilized and shared through web oriented 

application. Thus, has led researcher in building DM. From deep rooted survey it can be seen building 

efficient data masking method for 3D mesh model is challenging. Existing model suffers in providing 

tradeoffs between high embedding capacity and SNR. Further, due to the large ciphertext expansion and high 

computational complexity of existing security system. Thus, it not efficient in practice. Thus, this paper aims to 

improve the embedding ability and quality of the recovered mesh, and realizes error-free extraction of the data. 

 

 

3. EFFICIENT DATA MASKING METHOD FOR ENCRYPTED 3D MESH MODELS  

This work present an efficient watermarking method for 3D mesh model. The architecture of 

proposed efficient data masking method (EDM) method is shown in Figure 1. The architecture is composed 

of preprocessing phase, error identification prediction phase, encryption phase, data masking phase, data 

decryption and data reconstruction phase. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Architecture of proposed efficient data masking method for 3D mesh model 
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3.1.   Preprocessing of 3D mesh models 

Generally, the mesh file formats such as OFF represent an indexed data structure. The three 

dimensional i.e., triangle meshes is consist of two elements such as vertex data (VD) and face (connectivity) 

data (FD). VD is composed of coordinate position information of vertices. Further, VD may also have 

photometric information for example colors and generic vectors. The FD provides information of topology 

structure that depicts which vertices belongs to which triangles. Let {  }   

 
 depicts the set of vertices present 

during mesh traversing, where 

 

   (               ) (1) 

 

and   is the vertices size. An important thing to be noted here is that every coordinates          
*     +. In general, the uncompressed (UC) form of mesh models (MM’s) depicts vertex coordinate (VC) as 

a    bit floating-point (FP) size. Further, the size of every VC’s important parameter is  . First, within an 

axis-aligned bounding box (BB) the positions are normalized. Second, uniformly the coordinates are 

quantized to   bits with certain accuracies. Thus, they can be described as integer form within   and      . 

Empirically,     ,    -. For every coordinate      of a vertex, it is normalized to     
   as described in (2). 

 

    
   ⌊        ⌋          (2) 

 

Thus, this work modelled 3D mesh models encryption, mesh data masking, mesh decryption and 

mesh data extraction using     
  . For constructing managed meshes, the model transform the managed integral 

coordinates of vertices  ̿   
   to decimal coordinates  ̿    in reversible manner  ̿    

 

 ̿    
 ̿   

  

             (3) 

 

The parameter   impacts the computation overhead of every stage of the building efficient watermarking 

method of encrypted mesh model. This stage is composed of mesh encryption, data masking, mesh 

decryption, data extraction, and mesh recovery. Along with, parameter   defines whether a 3D mesh models 

can be reconstructed in lossless nature to its actual mesh forms, and the threshold is represented    .  

 

3.2.   Error identification prediction 

The source user traverses entire vertices in FD’s of 3D mesh in an ascending order, and calculated 

masked set    and source set    according to topological information among vertices. Source traverses the 

initial vertex in the FD and add this vertex to   , establish its neighboring vertices and add them to   . The 

masked set    is used to mask additional data, and the source set    is utilized to recover/reconstruct the mesh 

without need of modifying the vertices during the entire procedure. 

 

3.3.   Encryption of 3D mesh models 

This work considers preprocessed vertices, and signify the bits of an element of a vertex 

as                       , where          and     *     +. This infers that 
 

       ⌊    
    ⁄ ⌋                (4) 

 

The data owner then selects an encryption key    using chaotic sequence for generating pseudo-random bits 

utilizing stream cipher (SC) function, and perform encryptions of the bitstream of the preprocessed 3D mesh 

models using (5). 
 

                               (5) 
 

where        depicts key stream bits,        depicts constructed cipher data, and   represent exclusive OR 

(XOR). Thus, the encrypted integral 3D mesh models can be constructed using (6).  
 

     ∑           
    (6) 

 

where     depicts integral parameter of coordinate sets,          and     *     +. An important thing to 

be seen here is that the SC in (4) scrambles coordinate values. However, it does not scramble the location of 

coordinates. 
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3.4.   Data masking of 3D mesh models  

Possessing encrypted information of 3D mesh models, the data masker does not have any 

knowledge of the actual mesh data. Further, the masker can mask an additional data into the3D mesh by 

changing a certain portion of the encrypted mesh content. For masking the data into mesh model is selected 

based on following condition. Since a vertex is limited within numerous triangle sets, once if any 

modification is done to a vertex for masking data, the neighboring vertices must not be changed and is 

utilized to reconstruct the principal vertex by neighboring correlation at the end user. Thus, for data maskers, 

firstly they must segment the vertices into 2 sets namely the “masked” set and the “source” set. The 

“masked” set is utilized for masking message and the “source” set is utilized for reconstructing the 

neighboring “masked” message at the end user side. Data masking in masked set: This work takes a data 

masking key    to encrypt the masked content. For every masked vertex (MV) in the masked set    in the 

encrypted integral mesh, if the added bit   to be masked is  , no adjustment is required for   coordinate sets. 

Along with, if the added bit to be masked is 1, the model optimize the   least significant bits of the 3 

coordinate sets        to the opposite parameter as shown in (7). 

 

      
                        *     +                  (7) 

 

The other encrypted content are not modified. An important thing to be noted   impacts the quality 

of decryption process of the 3D mesh models. Along with, impacts the mean precision of the data extraction. 

This work utilize bits per vertex (bpv) for measuring the masking rate  , which is equal to the size of masked 

bits separating the size of vertices, and; 

 

  
‖  ‖

‖  ‖ ‖  ‖
 (8) 

 

As errors may arise, error correction codes (ECCs) is used and cause a dip in masking capacity. 

Prior to data masking, error correction codes are utilized for encoding the plain data bits. Considering that 

,   - codes is utilized, a overall of    plain bits can be masked into the bitstream, where: 

 

   ⌊‖  ‖    ⁄ ⌋ (9) 

 

Therefore, the real size of bits masked into the bitstream are described using (10). 

 

   ⌊‖  ‖    ⁄ ⌋    ⁄  (10) 

 

This work represents    the masking capacity, and    the actual capacity that is the capacity of the 

plaintext bits. Then, the plaintext bits   [               
] are coded into   [               

]  

 

     ( ) (11) 

 

where error correction codes denotes an error correction function. Several error correction codes algorithms 

can be utilized to guarantee accurate construction of the secret content. The actual masking rate    is the 

actual masking rate post completing error correction codes, 

 

   
  

‖  ‖ ‖  ‖
 (12) 

 

3.5.   Decryption and data extraction method 

For an encrypted 3D mesh models composed of masked content, an end user first produces 

       based on encryption key   , and computes the XOR of the obtained content and         to perform 

decryption of 3D mesh models. If the end users possess the data masking key   , the end user will extract the 

masked bits and reconstruct the actual 3D mesh content from the decrypted meshes. This work exploits 

spatial correlation among adjacent coordinate sets for achieving good masking rate. Since the general 3D 

mesh models composed of series of flat triangles neighboring to each other around the examination point. 

Experiments are conducted to evaluate the proposed water marking method for 3D mesh model. Our model is 

robust against noise with minimal error which shown experimentally shown in next section. 
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4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The experiments are conducted on windows 10, 64-bit i-5 quad core processor with 12 GB RAM. 

The proposed watermarking model is implemented and executed using MATLAB R2018b. We download 3D 

mesh models with off format from [27], [28]. The additional data masked in the mesh is a randomly 

generated 0/1 sequence. The data masking process causes distortion to the original mesh models, which 

cannot be observed by the naked eye. Therefore, RMSE and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) are used to measure 

the geometric distortion of the mesh model. The geometrical distortion of a mesh after introducing some 

random noise to the 3DMM’s are estimated using signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) described in (13).  
 

         
∑ [(      ̿ )

 
 (      ̿ )

 
 (      ̿ )

 
] 

   

∑ [(      ̿ )
 
 (      ̿ )

 
 (      ̿ )

 
] 

   

 (13) 

 

where  ̿ ,  ̿ ,  ̿  are the average of the mesh coordinates,     ,     ,      are the original coordinates,     ,     , 

    are the modified mesh coordinates value,   is the number of vertices. Experiments are conducted for 3D mesh 

model shown in Figure 2. The outcome achieved by proposed high-capacity data masking method in terms of 

RMSE and SNR is shown in Table 1. Figure 3 shows the visual effects of encrypted, data masked and mesh 

recovery. The difference between the original and recovered meshes is not visible to the naked eye, which means 

we get a higher quality recovered mesh. Then in Table 2, comparative analysis of proposed and existing 

watermarking method [28] in terms of RMSE and SNR is shown. Table 2 and Figure 4 illustrate that the proposed 

EDM method attain better SNR performance than existing method. An average SNR performance improvement of 

59.09% and 61.35% is attained by EDM over other existing methods respectively. Similarly, Table 2 and Figure 5 

illustrate that the proposed EDM method get better RMSE performance than other existing method. An average 

RMSE reduction of 14.974% and21.462% is attained by EDM over other state of art techniques respectively. 
 
 

    
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

 

Figure 2. 3D mesh model used for experiment analysis for (a) beetle, (b) mushroom,  

(c) mannequin and (d) teapot 
 

 

Table 1. Performance attained by proposed EDM method 
3D mesh models SNR RMSE 

Beetle 158.089 51.1494 

Mushroom 87.322 49.0566 

Mannequin 92.4847 46.5753 
Teapot 95.746 48.7671 

Average 108.41 48.89 

 

 

    
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

 

Figure 3. The visual effects of different stages of each mesh: (a) actual mesh, (b) encrypted mesh,  

(c) marked encrypted mesh and (d) recovered mesh 
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Table 2. Performance attained by proposed EDM over existing data masking method 
Method SNR RMSE 

Feng et al., [23] 41.9 62.25 

Liu et al., [5] 44.35 57.5 

EDM 108.41 48.89 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 4. SNR performance of proposed efficient 

data masking method over existing data masking 

methods 

 

Figure 5. RMSE performance of proposed efficient 

data masking method over existing data masking 

methods 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

Recently, data masking for 3D mesh models has attained wide attention across various research 

community. This is because of adoption of cloud computing (CC) platform for storing customer information. 

Thus, preserving privacy of customer information is a major research problem. Nonetheless, no prior work 

permit masking with high capacity in reversible nature. For addressing research problem, this paper presented 

an efficient 3DMM data masking method that is reversible in nature with a very high masking capacity and 

reconstruction quality. Our method highlights not only feasible and efficient reversible data masking in 3D 

meshes also a balance between capacity and distortion. Firstly, the sender maps vertex coordinates to integer 

values, and uses bitstream encryption algorithms to encrypt the 3D mesh. Then, the LSB of masked vertex 

coordinate is replaced by additional data. Since our method is separable, the recipient can use the DH key for 

extracting the information and use the encryption key to recover the original mesh separately. The 

performance of data masking method is measured in terms of PSNR and RMSE. Experiments outcome show 

that EDM method has higher embedding capacity and higher quality recovery mesh and error-free extraction 

compared with the existing state-of-the-art data masking method. Future work would consider development 

of 3D mesh watermarking algorithm for 3D mesh objects with improved key based security mechanism. The 

model will be designed considering using spatial correlation of the original mesh, recipient can perfectly 

predict the LSB of the masked vertex by the LSB of the adjacent vertices around the masked vertex. Then, 

evaluate proposed watermarking algorithm over existing watermarking algorithm for 3D mesh models in 

terms of embedding capacity, and computation overhead. 
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